



Attending what might be passed as an ordinary if  difficult exchange with a fellow 
graduate student when in doctoral studies, the storyteller weaves a particular happening 
into a much more telling account of  power and agency. The teller permits time and place 
to shift, amplifying other encounters in relation to the initial student meeting. While not 
easy reading, especially for those who enjoy a telling as smooth and direct, if  you can 
allow yourself  to wend along the curves, something unfolds. You will find yourself  at a 
place not anticipated. And if  willing, tasked with navigating a rub worthy of  reflection. 
Traversing a tale from Calgary to Cairo, Saskatchewan to Japan, and back again, these 
vignettes, woven as one, leave the reader pondering what it means to be empowered. 
The Art Of Storying A Life
Alexandra Fidyk
[1] 
The snapshot is the personal photographic equivalent of  the local narrative.  
~Lucy Lippard, The Lure of  the Local, 1997, p. 55  
The story and its telling are always adaptive. A narration is never a passive  
reflection of  a reality. At the same time, it must always be truthful.  
~Trinh T. Minh-ha, When the Moon Waxes Red, 1990, p. 13 
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 A seven-day silent meditation retreat in Theravada Buddhist[1] tradition wraps up 
late Sunday afternoon. Our small group has been tucked into spruce at the foot of  the 
Rockies where “stillness stills by the carrying out . . . of  world and things in their 
presence” (Heidegger, 1971, p. 205). Low sun makes the quiet drive from scanty camp 
accommodations a languid return to city life. 
 This practice is the backdrop to entering my doctoral program, more concretely 
the education tower on Monday morning—an unearthy place. I immediately note the 
unimaginative layout of  the 1960s architecture and opt for the hushed stairwell, climbing 
five floors to retrieve a reading pack for one of  my first courses. As I step into the fifth 
floor, staccato speech hits me like stones thrown. I have not yet adjusted to the impact, 
ricochet, of  this urban place. 
 The start to my studies is similar—an assault on many levels, little changes over 
four years. In a 600-level conceptualizing curriculum course, thought has not yet come as 
I struggle to enter the conversation, despite having taught for a decade in five different 
countries. Reconceptualising curricula from many cultural vantage points has been the 
way. I recently returned to Canada from Cairo and am still adjusting to a new narrative. It 
disorients to have concrete always beneath me. I drive into parkades; ride elevators; walk 
sidewalks from asphalt roads; enter buildings of  cinder block and windows sealed. An 
unnatural abiding. It takes intention to land on porous ground. I ache for the suppleness 
of  sand and the smell of  street life—morning vendors who sing their wares alongside 
braying donkeys and barking dogs. And the muezzin’s call to prayer, adhān, a sonic imprint 
of  surrender that still quiets my breath. I am misplaced and seek a recognisable rhythm. 
A measured motion to lean into—desert winds, vast sky, creative beat. While only one 
province west of  my childhood home, itself  a prairie, Alberta is not homeplace. 
 In Conceptualising Curriculum Research, Foucault’s Challenge directs the discussion 
on knowledge and power in education. Using the notion of  sovereign power, Foucault 
gives attention to power’s productive dimensions. I settle, listening into the discussion 
about the social and conceptual conditions of  the effects of  power. Dialogue and 
argumentation appear to be fueled by unspoken, unseen biases and projections. We are to 
write a reflection on the dissonance between Foucault’s notion of  power and our 
experiences of  lived curriculum. My reflection, remembered in italics, weaves this telling, 
doubling the tale.[2] 
 I am without markers—as during my last 30-metre dive in Ras Mohamed—
disoriented on the sea floor. The dark water of  western enlightenment keeps us circling 
binaries, frozen identities, and closed structures. Halted by its shadow, postmodernity, 
socially constructed views of  reality also privilege certain positions. Although a turn, I 
have no air, no voice here. When I offer thoughts and experience informed by Buddhism, 
the Vedas, and non-dual consciousness, my peers and teacher grow quiet. While no finger 
pointing occurs, it happens. In silent noticing where I actually am, “not of  being right on, 
but of  being slightly off ” (Hillman, 1999, p. 128), an image forms—despite the place’s 
designation for higher learning, it does not welcome other views of  reality. I am an 
outlander. Landless tenant. 
Every landscape is a hermetic narrative: “finding a fitting place for oneself  in the world is finding a place 
for oneself  in a story” (Lippard, 1997, p. 33). 
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This story is a simple one—a child in a place. This child was the middle among five living children on a 
self-sustaining traditional family farm on Saskatchewan prairie. Long horizons under big sky. She loved 
flowers and horses. Tended chickens and gathered eggs. Respected her elders and loved her grandparents. 
The spruce, tamarack, wheat, barley, deer, and geese who shaped place were home too. As far as her 
memory permitted, her favoured locale was with her horse. Not so much with neighbour kids or school 
kids where she was bused, but across the seasons, under drifting clouds, it was on her horse where she 
learned the world. Here and among old people, who spoke thick consonants and unfamiliar words. Words 
that reshaped her mouth. As she grew older, it was her baba whom spoke of  traveling on ship, training 
across Canada, surviving by the hospitality of  those along the road. Illiterate at 100, she had learned a 
new language, a new land.  
In time, the child grew curious of  rhythms beyond horse and farm. She turned toward the direction from 
which her baba had come and took flight. 

 Weekly conversations about curriculum conceptualisation pass without difficulty as 
long as I stay within the lines of  dominant discourse, no reference to lived experience. 
After one class, an East Indian female student invites me to tea. In hindsight, she must 
have been deeply offended by my views—perhaps deemed me ignorant, racist. Sitting at a 
table with unmovable seats, she leans in to declare that it is she who does not have power, 
will never have the power I have. I am confused because I feel quite powerless and quite 
out-of-place in both Faculty and city. Schooling is possible only with student loans; no 
one from two extended familial lineages has gone to university before me, and many 
wonder: “is it worth it?” I have commenced a third degree, no savings, no children, and 
no cairn to navigate this international move where I have no friends or family. 
 She believes knowledge is power. Foucault’s concept of  power “works through 
individual actions to vision and re-vision our ‘selves’ as acting, thinking and feeling 
persons” (Popkewitz & Brennan, 1998, p. 16). “Power in this landscape is ‘something’ 
that people own” and thus can be redistributed among groups to challenge inequities (p. 
16). She reasserts her view. Her rapid speech jabs what lives between us. I am not in 
disagreement. Although I am deeply steeped in other fields of  knowledge and do not yet 
have the language to suggest that multiple worldviews exist simultaneously and I dwell in 
them. Certainly, I recognise that forms of  power imbue certain knowledge, certain 
carriers of  knowledge, especially western scientific knowledge and thus sex, gender, body, 
and place. Yes, power can be distributed, if  we agree that people own power, but I also 
know that power lives otherwise. 
 Eyes squint and forehead furrows, I try to understand her anger now directed at 
me. I hear her. I nod as I touch her words, bitter in my mouth. And her fury—voice now 
sharp and pointed—and know there is no space for me to speak of  eastern, indigenous, 
pagan or farming cosmologies. These will dismiss her experience, as if  both cannot co-
exist. “What is spoken is never, and in no language, what is said” (Heidegger, 1971, p. 11). 
 I do not yet have an understanding of  self  and shadow (personal and collective) to 
acknowledge and indeed, had not yet drawn the parallel with a traditional farm childhood 
where gender roles were starkly drawn, maintained, and subverted, broke by grandmas, 
mothers, aunties, and cousins. I try to register her story and its relation to a Foucaultian 
standpoint. I cannot. For in what is happening, does she not have agency? Hers is “a kind 
of  action, probing, burning, stripping, placing itself  in dialogue with others out beyond 
the individual self ” (Rich, 2001, p. 55). 
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 I breathe from tree pose, rooted yet bending, not-yet critically aware of  my story in 
relation to power and privilege. A most unconscious standpoint. From where I stand, my 
life was made possible by ancestors and their offspring—archetypal and familial—by 
every life lost and emergent at this table. Sitting here, her frustration with me palpable, 
hands still dismiss our intermediary, her torso leaning-in, rigid. She pulls-back when I ask 
of  our energetic relations, third space, always already in-flow, stretching simultaneously 
into the not-yet but taunt with the plaited past. 
The child, after more than a decade of  living away—Finland, USA, England, China, Japan, 
Colombia, and Egypt—had come to see her movement as “simultaneously rooted and rootless” (Trinh T. 
Minh-ha, 1990, p. 335). Like Inanna, she cannot return home—but she can abide in what she learned 
on the way. Transgressing the rootedness of  her childhood topography, these very roots configure the things 
she carried. Always homing. But in this last movement, she lost her ambit—too much unfamiliar. 
Tipped herms upturned north and she wobbled. 
 My question is met with expressions of  contempt. I ask of  unnecessary suffering, 
attachment, and desire—views rooted in the Four Noble Truths. I wonder of  primordial 
bodily feeling, rising up through the same earth, the same stolen land beneath us, stories 
exchanged through flesh. I wonder of  taking-in, breathing-in, one another through the 
gaps between. Taking in, aesthesis, means becoming intimate with the thing itself. 
 This conversation, the first with a fellow student since commencing my program, 
is not what I imagine it might be. Only months after moving unexpectedly from life in 
Egypt, I feel other. Despite the friendly French architects in my building, many in the 
Muslim neighbourhood consider me an indecent white woman living on her own, 
echoing memories of  my life in Japan. There, both Japanese and non-Japanese men 
assume I am a hostess, a common job for western women. ‘Hostess’ softly embodies the 
history of  the concubine, the geisha, which includes exorbitant tips and gifts, and 
seemingly permits men (on trains) to touch as they desire. Constant sexualisation causes 
me to find intricate and varied routes to my apartment after disembarking from the last 
train, transporting mostly drunken men—many whom try to follow me home. Leaving 
the country after a year of  harassment and molestation, I become aggressive in response 
to the objectification and dehumanisation, vulgar comments and obscene gestures 
following me, a shadow long. 
 Japan becomes a teaching option from small town politics. Teaching loads and 
courses determined during beers after hockey games, events that exclude me as player and 
voice. The only female teaching grades ten to twelve in a large rural school in 
Saskatchewan. Opportunities for professional growth stymied or stolen as marriage and 
children become the story writ for me by fellow teachers and administration. 
 My peer still gesturing, grows increasingly angry at my ignorance, leaves me in 
distaste. A thickness hangs between us for the remainder of  the course. She is not the 
only one stupefied by my questions. One professor called me a new-age flake, another 
asked if  I belonged in education, suggesting religious studies a better fit, and a third 
threw back a theoretical exploration that embodied postmodern epistemology, prepared 
as a creation-centred métissage. He said it looked like a grade eight art project. 
Dissonance continues to rumble through my studies. No place permits proposals 
alongside an unfolding implicate order where presence, silence, attention, and paradox are 
ways of  knowing. Where “the art of  awareness subsumes as well as enlivens arts of   
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listening, . . . seeing, dialogue, and learning” (Kumar, 2013, p. 110). Everywhere looms 
subjectivities and critique “where the main locus of  power is in oneself ” (Klein, 1995, p. 
43). Poetic, contemplative, and creation-centred practices are barely tolerated. Their 
mindful play—“a way of  orienting to life, a commitment that involves moment-to-
moment inquiry into reality, and a willingness to stay open and creative” unwelcome (Park 
& Rabi, 2015, p. 132). That is, a tarrying “openness to life”: “open in affect”; “open in 
perception” (Macdonald, 1995, p. 20). In kind, I burrow into courses on consciousness, 
postmodernity, ecology, complexity theory, hermeneutics, interpretive research, 
curriculum studies, and so on; and surrender “to new horizons of  sound and 
feeling” (Greene, 2001, p. 17) through the work of  Trungpa Rinpoche, Pema Chödron, 
Gary Snyder, Ed Casey, Jan Zwicky, Jane Hirshfield, Marion Woodman, Jung, and 
Hillman.  
 She knows that the boundaries by which she lived were transformative. For “a boundary was not 
that at which something stops but, . . . that from which something begins its essential 
unfolding” (Heidegger, 1971, p. 202). That is, its presencing. Space by necessity includes “the horismos, 
the horizon, the boundary” (p. 203). Her sense of  rootlessness, of  living between worlds, between an 
ever-present past and a non-integrated present, seemed to symbolise the condition of  many today. Her 
sense of  being, of  dwelling, while always in-place, was in place while unfolding. Her nomadic way refused 
settling. She came into being on the move: riding the prairie, diving the sea, roaming the desert. A sense 
of  self  emerges at the unstable point where the “unspeakable stories of  subjectivity meet the narratives of  
history, of  a culture” (Hall, 1987, p. 44). This is why art is critical for teaching, for conceptualising 
curriculum—our sense of  selves is a labour of  the imagination, a fiction, particular stories that arise 
from the horizons of  place. 
 Two years later, I experience a severe rupture. I return to sitting, breathing, holding
—it is all that I can bear. Alone in zazen, the witness appears. It is here, attending my 
breath, day after day after day, I realize that it is not the meditative arts that heal but 
silence at their centre.[3] Like a prayer box torn by the wind, at the pole’s midpoint, 
stillness prevails. Art is like that. It has always resided at the centre of  life. Making, 
attending, and studying (gathering, sorting, interpreting), art sophisticates thought, heart-
seeing, body-tuning. In this way, “learning the arts is not only about creative expression; it 
is about thinking, knowledge, and understanding” (Donahue & Stuart, 2010, p. 7). As in 
this storying, art, poiesis dwells at the centre of  coursing as it symbolically mediates all 
knowing and learning. It is “a cure and a protection” (Minh-ha, 1989, p. 140). Such 
creating is kin to curing, re-generating, where the basis of  “healing rests on reconciliation, 
hence the necessity for the family and or the community to cooperate, partake in, and 
witness the recovery” (p. 140). Just as readers listen to this telling, feel through its 
weavings, we unite in story. Something poetic, electric, unfolds between teller and listener, 
arising of  its own accord, transforming us through the tangible unseen. Storying remakes 
us both—the teller and the witness. And by communitas, we beget power. 
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Endnotes 
[1] This image of  a Buddha head, lodged within the tangled roots of  a famous Bodhi 
tree, was taken at one of  the Ayutthaya’s historic temples in Thailand. While living in 
Japan, I travelled to Thailand and visited many temples, reading and becoming immersed 
in Theravada, meaning in Pali: “Way of  the Elders.” The monk who led this retreat was 
of  the Thai Forest Tradition. Photo by Justin Vidamo Creative Commons license found 
at  https://www.flickr.com/photos/21160499@N04/7622957878/in/photostream/  
[2] The italicized writing is select paragraphs taken from my actual assignment submitted 
fall 2001. 
[3] In fact, it was this event that crystallized my dissertation research: an ontological study 
of  silence in learning, Silence and Eros: Beckoning the Background Forward. 
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